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Let I be an ideal in a local ring (R, M) and let s(f) be the asymptotic cograde of 
I (= the maximum length of an asymptotic sequence over I). Rees has shown that 
s(l) (, altitude R 1(l). where I(1) is the analytic spread of 1. We prove several 
more bounds on s(f): (i) s(l) -( minIlittle depth P: P 1s an asymptotic prime divisor 
of I}: (ii) s(l) < grade* ,Vljl (= the maximum length of an asymptotic sequence 
contained in ,Vf!I); (iii) s(l) < grade* M-grade* I: (iv) grade* M - I(!) <s(l); and. 
(v) if R is quasi-unmixed, then grade R/I” ’ 4 s(l) for all large ,I. Also. it is shown 
that the asymptotic prime divisors of (I. h, . . . . . b,) R contain those of 1. when 
h, . . . . h, are an asymptotic sequence over 1. and that the residue classes module I 01 
such a sequence are an asymptotic sequence in Rif. Finally. several sufticient 
conditions for /(I) to be equal to /(I,,) f or borne asymptotic prime divisor P of I arc 
given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Rees introduced the concept of an asymptotic sequence over an ideal I in 
a local ring R in 1171, and therein he showed that s(l) < altitude R - I(Z) 
with equality holding when R is quasi-unmixed; here s(l) is the asymptotic 
cograde of I and I(Z) is its analytic spread. The main purpose of the present 
paper is to prove some new bounds on s(1) and then give some necessary 
and sufficient conditions for equality to hold. 
The proofs of the new bounds on s(l) require the use of several new results 
concerning asymptotic prime divisors and asymptotic sequences, so these are 
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summarized in Section 2 along with the definitions. Section 3 contains the 
first of the upper bounds, namely, s(Z) < min{little depth P; P is a prime 
divisor of the integral closure of I” for all large n}. Before proving this result, 
however, it is first shown that if P is an asymptotic prime divisor of an ideal 
I and b, ,.... b,T are an asymptotic sequence over I, then P is contained in an 
asymptotic prime divisor of (I, b, ,..., 6,) R. In Section 4 it is shown that an 
asymptotic sequence over I maps to an asymptotic sequence in R/I. This is 
then used to prove that s(Z) < grade*M/Z, where grade* denotes asymptotic 
grade. The results in Section 5 then give several characterizations of when 
equality holds. Among these is that Z(Z,) = I(Z) for some minimal prime 
divisor P of I, and then several sufficient conditions for this to hold are 
proved. In Section 6 it is shown that s(Z) < grade* M - grade* I, ,and then 
two necessary and sufficient conditions for equality to hold are given. 
Finally. in Section 7 it is shown that if R is quasi-unmixed and b, ,“.., b, are 
elements in R whose images in R/Z” are an R/In-sequence for all large n. 
then b ,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I. Thus it follows that 
s(Z) > grade M/I” for all large n when R is quasi-unmixed. Then Section 7 is 
closed by proving the lower bound s(Z) > grade* M - Z(Z). 
The concept of an asymptotic sequence over an ideal seems to be quite 
interesting in its own right and also quite useful in certain applications (such 
as determining analytic spread [ 17 1 and determining when all large powers 
of a primary ideal are again primary [ 16 1). Thus it seems likely that such 
sequences will play an important role in future research in local rings, and 
we think the bounds proved in this paper should be useful in further work in 
this area. 
2. NOTATION AND SOME BASIC RESULTS 
All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative with identity, and 
usually rings will also be Noetherian. The terminology is generally the same 
as that in 18 1. However, several quite new concepts are used, so these will 
now be defined along with the notation used in Sections 3-7. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R. 
(2.1.1) a*(Z) = (P E Spec R; P is a prime divisor of (I”), for all large 
n) is the set of asymptotic prime ditiisors of I. Here (I”),, is the integral 
closure of I” in R. 
(2.1.2) An element b in R is asymptotically prime to I in case 
(Z, 6) R # R and (I”), : bR = (I”), for all n > 1. Elements 6, ,..., b, in R are 
an as~vnptotic sequence ouer Z in case bi is asymptotically prime to 
(I. b, ,.... bjm ,) R for i = I,..., g. The elements b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic 
sequeme in R in case they are an asymptotic sequence over (0). 
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(21.3) Grade” I, the a~~~mptot~c grade of I, is the maximum number 
of elements in I which form an asymptotic sequence in R. 
(2.1.4) mslss R = {z E Ass R; z is minimal}. 
(2.1.5) ,g(R, I) = Rltl, u], where t is an indeterminate and u = l/l, is 
the Rees ring of R with respect to I. 
(2.1.6) If R is local with maximal ideal M, then the analytic spread of 
1. denoted &I), is defined by I(I) = depth(M, u) .2(R,I). The asymptotic 
eogmde of I, denoted s(i), is the maximum length of an asymptotic sequence 
over I. Finally, R * denotes the N-adic completion of R. 
(2.1.7) If J is prime, then little depth I is the minimum of the lengths 
of maximal chains of prime ideals in R/I. 
(2.2) ~e~~ar~. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, then the following 
statements hold: 
(2.2.1) It is shown in [ 14, (2.4) and (2.7)] that the sets Ass R/(1”),, 
are increasing and stable for all large n, so j*(I) is well defined. 
(2.2.2) It is clear from the definitions that b is asymptotically prime to 
I if and only if (I. b) R # R and b & U {P; P E A^ *(I)}. 
(2.2.3) It is shown in [ 13, (2.13)) that any two maximal asymptotic 
sequences contained in I have the same length and, in fact, 
grade*(I) = miniheight (IR* + z)/z: z E mAss R* \ when R is local. 
(2.2.4) It is clear that if R is local with maximal ideal hf, then 
b I ,.,.. b, are a maximal as~~mptotic sequence over I if and only if they are an 
asymptotic sequence over f and NE a*((], b,,..., b,) R). And it is shown in 
15 / that any two maximal asymptotic sequences over I have the same length 
and, in fact, s(l) = min { height MR */z I._ I((IR * -t z)/z); z t mAss R *’ I* 
The following remark lists the known basic facts concerning s(I), I(f), 
A”(I), and grade* I which will be needed below. 
(2.3) Rernor~. Let Ii P be ideals in a Noetherian ring R such that P is 
prime and let S be a Noetherian ring which is a faithfully flat R-algebra. 
(2.3.1) 114, (6.5) and (6.8}]. If PEi*(I) and P* is a minimal prime 
divisor of PS, then P* E a*(lS}; and, if Q E A^‘“(iS), then Q 0 R E a*(l). 
(2.3.2) / 1.5, (3.5); 13, (5.2)j. If R and S are locai, then r(Z) := I(fS), 
grade* I = grade’% iS, and s(l) < s(ZS) with equality if altitude S = altitude 
R. 
(2.3.3) 114, (6.3)). If P E a’*(,), then there exists z E mAss R such 
that * CG p and P/z E a*((Z + z)/z); and, if )t’E mAss R and 
Q~,j*((f -t w)/M’), then there exists N ma* such that tvc N and 
N/w = Q. 
(2.3.4) 113. (3.2), (3.4); 15, (6.2)/. If R is local, then 
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U) > 4v + z)/z> f or all z E mAss R and equality holds for some such z. 
Also, s(Z) < s((Z + w)/w) for all w E mAss R and equality holds for some 
such u’. Further, grade* I < grade*(Z + u)/u for all u E mAss R and equality 
holds for some such U. 
(2.3.5) 113. (3.3.4); 9, Theorem 5. p. 1521. If R is local, then 
grade* I < height I < Z(Z). 
It is shown in [ 15, Section 4 ] that w and z in (2.3.4) cannot al,ways be 
chosen to be equal. 
This section will be closed by proving two lemmas which give additional 
information concerning s(Z). Z(Z), a*(Z). and grade” I. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let I be an ideal in a local ring (R, M) and let J be an 
ideal in R such that J, = (Ik), for some k > 1. Then the follo~~~ing statements 
hold: 
,(2.4.1) s(J) = s(l); in fact, 6, ,..., 6, in M are an asymptotic sequence 
orer J if and on61 if theJ> are an asymptotic sequence ouer 1. 
(2.4.2) l(J) = l(I). 
(2.4.3) /i*(J) =/i*(I). 
(2.4.4) Grade* J = grade* I. 
Proof. Since J, = (fk),, it follows that (J”), = ((J,)“), = (((Zk),)*), = 
(Zkm)u for all m > 1, so a*(J) =a*(Z). Therefore an element b in R is 
asymptotically prime to J if and only if it is asymptotically prime to I, and 
then ((J,, 6) R) = ((Zk),, 6) R, so it follows as above that a*((.Z, 6) R) = 
a*((Z, 6) R). Therefore (2.4.1) and (2.4.3) follow from finitely many 
repetitions of this. (See Note added in prooj) 
To prove (2.4.2), note that .Z(R, (Zk),) is integrally dependent on 
A(R. Zk) and on .A(R, .Z), since (Zk), is integrally dependent on Zk and on J. 
Therefore it readily follows from the definition that l(J) = I((Zk),) = l(I), and 
so (2.4.2) holds. 
Finally, since Rad J = Rad I, [ 13, (3.10.2)] implies that (2.4.4) holds. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.5) LEMMA. If I c P are ideals in a local ring (R, M) such that P is 
prime, then l(Z) > l(Zp). 
Proo$ For all n the minimum number of generators of Z; is less than 01 
equal to the minimum number of generators of I”, so the conclusion follows 
from the Hilbert polynomial characterization of 1 (see [ 9, Section 3 1). 
Q.E.D. 
It is shown in (5.7) that l(I) > l(I,) may hold for all non-maximal P. even 
if M 6Z a *(I). 
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3. ASYMP?‘OTK SEQUENCES OVER I AND ASYMPTOTIC PRIME DIWORS 
The main result in this section, (3.5) gives a useful upper bound to s(l). 
Preceding (3.5) is a proposition that shows that the asymptotic prime 
divisors of I are contained in those of (I, b, ,..., 6,) R when b, ,..., b, are an 
asymptotic sequence over I. 
We begin with a lemma which follows quite readily from a recent result of 
Rees. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let b,,..., b,y be an asymptotic sequence ouer an ideal i in 
a local ritzg (R, M). Then (((I, b, ,.... 6,) R) = l(f) + s. 
Proof. It was shown in 117, Theorem 2.6 1 that if J is an ideal in A and b 
in N is such that height (u, b) .@(R,J) = 2, then /({.I, b) R) = I(J) -t 1. Also, 
A*(J) = (p n R; p E ~*(z&(R,J))j. by [ 14, (2.7)/. Therefore the 
conclusion follows from this by letting J equal, successively, the ideals I, 
(I, b,) R ,..a, (I, b, ,..., b, ,) R. QED. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, lei 
P E A’t(f), let b, . . . . . b, be an as~~mptotic sequence ouer I, and let N be a 
minimal prime divisor of (P. b, .._%. 6,)R. Then NEA^*((I,~ ,._... b,)R). 
Proof: It may be assumed to begin with that R is iocal with maximal 
ideal N. Then, by (2.3.1). it may be assumed that R is complete and then, by 
(2.3.3), that R is a (complete local) domain. Therefore R is quasi-unmixed. 
Now height N= height (P, b,...,, b,) R < height P + s (since R is 
catenary) c= /(I,) -i- s (by \ 7, Theorem 3 1, since P E a “(I)) < i(1) + s (by 
(2.5)) = l((Z, b, ,..., b,) R) (by (3.1)) & height N (by 13, Lemma 4 I). Therefore 
I((/. b, ,.... h,) R) = height N, so NE a*((l, 6, ,..., b,)R), by 17, Theorem 3 1. 
QED. 
Concerning (3.2). it is not true that NE A*((P. b,,.... b,) R) implies that 
N E a*((r, b, ,.*., b,) R). For example, let R be as in (3.6), Let i = X’R, and 
iet b, = Y’. Then {P = (X’,Z’)rt} z:~‘~(I) and the maximal ideal 
A4 = (A?, Y’, Z’, W’) R is in z~c((,~‘, Y’, Z’) R), by (3.6) (since s(P) = I). 
However. R is quasi-unmixed and height (X’. Y’) R = 2, SO 
M@A*((X’, Y’)R), by /12.Theorem2.121. 
Before using (3.2) to prove the first of the inequalities concerning s(l), we 
first derive two rather useful corollaries of it. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and /et 
b , 9 .. . . b, be an as~~mptotic sequence over 1. Then, for i = 0, I ,..., g --- 1. gir:en 
atry P E a*((Z, b, ,,... bi) R) there exists Q E 2 *((I. b, ,.... bi + ,) R) such that 
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P c Q. Moreover, if R is locall~~ quasi-unmixed, then Q can be chosen such 
that height Q = height P + 1. 
Proof: This follows readily from the definition, (2.1.2) (3.2) and the 
first chain condition in the quasi-unmixed case. Q.E.D. 
(3.4) is the case of (3.3) when I = (0). 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let b,,..., b, be an asJlmptotic sequence in a 
Noetherian ring R, let B, = (0), and let Bi = (b, ,..., bj) R (i = l,..., g). Then, 
for i = 0, l,..., g - 1, given any P E a*(Bi) there exists Q E a*(Bi* ,) such 
that P c Q. Moreover, if R is locally quasi-unmixed, then Q can be chosen 
such that height Q = height P + 1. 
Proof: This follows immediately from (3.3). since an asymptotic 
sequence in R is simply an asymptotic sequence over (0). Q.E.D. 
(3.5) is the first of our main results concerning s(I): it gives a useful upper 
bound to s(Z). 
(3.5) THEOREM. If I is an ideal in a local ring (R,M), then 
s(Z) < min{little depth P: P E a*(Z)}. Therefore, tj-S is a faithfullyflat local 
extension ring of R, then s(Z) < minilittle depth P*: P* E a*(IS)} 
Proof By (2.3.2) it suffices to prove the first inequality. For this. let 
II = minilittle depth P; P E i*(I)}. Then, if n = 0, then MEA*‘(f), so 
s(l) = 0. Also, if n = 1, then let P E a*(I) such that little depth P = 1. Then 
M~a~(r),sincen#O,sothereexistsbEM,~U{Q;QEa*(I)).ThenM 
is a minimal prime divisor of (P, 6) R, since little depth P == 1, so 
il4 E a*((l, 6) R), by (3.2). and so s(l) = 1. 
Now assume that n > 1 and let P = P, c P, c ...c P, = M be a saturated 
chain of prime ideals with P E a *(I). Assume it is known that P, can be 
chosen such that P, CL lJ(Q; Q E a*(I)}. Then there exists b E P,, such that 
b is asymptotically prime to Z. Then clearly P, is a minimal prime divisor of 
(PC,, b) R. so P, E a*((I, 6) R), by (3.2). Now s(l) = s((Z, b) R) + 1 < little 
depth P, + 1 (by induction on n) = depth P, Thus it remains to show that 
P, can bechosen such thatP,cfCJ{Q;QEA”(I)}. 
For this, it may be assumed that height P,,_ ,/P,, = n - 1. by 
(6, Theorem 51. Therefore, if P, c Q, c ...c Q,-, = P,,-, is a saturated 
chain of prime ideals in R, then little depth Qi = n - i and height QJP,, = i, 
since little depth P, = n and height P,- ,/P,, = n - 1. Now note that if 
P c Q c N in Spec R are such that height N/P = 2, then N = u (q E Spec R; 
P c q c N), by the Principal Ideal Theorem in R,v/P,v. Therefore it follows 
that each possible choice of Q, is the union of the possible choices of the Q, 
which are contained in Q,. Then each possible choice of Q3 is the union of 
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the possible choices of the Q2 which are contained in Q,, so each possible 
choice of Q3 is the union of the possible choices of the Q, which are 
contained in Q3. Repeating this it follows that P,-, is the union of the 
possible choices of the Q, which it contains. Therefore, if each possible Q, is 
contained in U(Q;QEA^*(I)}, then P,-,sU{Q;QE~*(I)}. Therefore 
either P, ~, E a*(I) or M E a*(I), since a*(I) is finite. However, this 
implies that either that n = 1 or n = 0. Therefore there exists Q, such that 
Q,@U{Q;QE~*V>L Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed by showing that equality need not always hold 
in (3.5), even if R is a complete local domain and I is a height one prime 
ideal such that A*(I) = (I). 
(3.6) EXAMPLE. Let R = K[ [X, Y, Z, W] I/(XY - ZW), where K is an 
infinite field and X, Y, Z, W are indeterminants, and let ’ denote residue 
class module (XY - Z W). Then R is a complete local domain of altitude 
three and I = (X’, Z’) R is a height one prime ideal such that l(I) = 2. 
s(l) = 1. depth I = 2. and a*(I) = {I}. 
Proof: K[[X, Y,Z, W]] 1s integrally closed and catenary, so all prime 
divisors of zero in R are minimal and have depth three, so R is unmixed and 
complete. Also, it is clear that I is a height one depth two prime ideal. so it 
remains to show that R is an integral domain and that l(I) = 2, s(I) = 1, and 
a*(I) = {I}. For this, let P E a *(I). Then l(I,) = height P. by [ 7, Theorem 
31 (since R is quasi-unmixed). Since l(f,) does not exceed the minimal 
number of generators of I,, height P < 2, and so P # (X’, Y’, Z’, W’) R. 
Therefore, since I G P, either Y’ @ P or W’ & P. Thus, since X’Y’ = Z’ W’, it 
follows that I,, is generated by either X’ or Z’. Therefore height 
P=l(I,)= 1, so P=Z, and soa*( (I). 
Next. if z E mAss R and Q is a minimal prime divisor of (z. I) R, then 
Q E a*(l), by (14, (6.6)), so z G 1. Therefore every prime divisor of zero in 
R is contained in I, since R is unmixed, so R L R, and IR, is principal. 
Therefore R, is an integral domain, by 18, (4.3)], hence R is an integral 
domain. 
Finally, let L=S/(XY-ZW), where S=KIX, Y,Z, YI(,,,,,,,.,, and let 
J = (X’, Z’) L. Then R = L * and I = JR, so l(I) = l(J) and s(I) = s(J). by 
(2.3.2). Therefore it suffices to show that l(J) = 2 and s(J) = 1. For this, note 
that J is not principal, since otherwise (X’, Y’, Z’, W’) L could be generated 
by three elements, and this would imply that (X, Y, Z, W) S could be 
generated by three elements, since XY - ZW E (X, Y, Z, W)‘S. Also, L is 
integrally closed, by 118, Theorem 11. Therefore l(J) > 1, since otherwise 
there exists b E J such that BL or Jc: (bL), = bL (since L is integrally closed 
and K is infinite), and this contradicts the fact that J is not principal. 
Therefore l(J) = 2 (since J is generated by two elements), so s(J) = 1, since- 
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I(J) + s(J) = altitude L = 3, by 117, Theorem 4.2(b)] (since L is quasi- 
unmixed). Hence I(I) = 2 and s(Z) = 1. Q.E.D. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC SEQUENCES OVER I AND FACTOR RINGS 
It is shown in (4.1) that an asymptotic sequence over an ideal I in a 
Noetherian ring R maps to an asymptotic sequence in R/I, and then several 
corollaries of this are proved. Among these is the second of the upper bounds 
on s(l). 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and let 
b, . . . . . b, be an asymptotic sequence over I. Then 6, + I, ..,. 6, + I are an 
asysmptotic sequence in R/I. 
Proof: Let B, = (0) and Bj = (6, ,..., bi) R (i = l,..., g). Suppose that the 
bi + I are not an asymptotic sequence in R/Z and choose the least i such that 
bj+ , + I is in some PE ,J? “(BJI). Then i > 1. since 6, is not in any minimal 
prime divisor of I and a “((0)) in R/I = (Q/I; Q is a minimal prime divisor 
of I}. Let P E Spec R such that I G P and P/I = E Then the images of 
6, . . . . . 6, , , in R, are an asymptotic sequence over I,, and the images of 
b , ,.... bi in Rp/I,, are a maximal asymptotic sequence. Therefore it may be 
assumed that R = R, and P = P,. Then, since grade*R/Z= i, 113, (3.3.6)J 
implies that there exists a minima1 prime ideal z in (R/I)* such that depth 
z = i; that is, there exists a minima1 prime divisor P* of IR * such that depth 
P* = i. Now P* E a*(IR*). by (2.3.1), and s(I) > i + 1, and this contradicts 
(3.5). Therefore 6, + I ,..., b, + I are an asymptotic sequence in R/f. Q.E.D. 
The converse of (4.1) is easily seen to fail, since a’f:(f) can contain prime 
ideals which are not minimal over 1. 
Concerning (4.1). it would be interesting to know for which ideals J G I 
the elements b, +J,..., b, +J are an asymptotic sequence over I/J. It is 
shown in [ 13. (6.6) 1 that this is the case if I is generated by an asymptotic 
sequence. say. by c, ,..., c,, and J = (c, ,..., ci)R for some i (1 < i < h). 
However, this does not hold for every ideal JC I. For example, let 
R = FIX, y, qx., ,7, and A4 = (X, Y, Z) R, where F is a field and Ji, Y, Z 
are indeterminates. and let I = (X. Y) R, so Z is asymptotically prime to I. 
Let P be a height two prime ideal in R such that XYZ cf P and let 
J := P n XR. Then J G I and l/J contains the regular element Y + J. Also, 
there exists a depth one minimal prime idea1 in R/J, so M/J E a *(l/J), by 
1 14, (7.5) 1, and so 2 + J is not asymptotically prime to f/J. 
(The first corollary to (4.1) shows that the preceding holds at least for the 
ideals J = Ik. However, note that in this case I/J is nilpotent. so an 
asymptotic sequence over I/J is simply an asymptotic sequence in R/J.) 
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(4.2) COROLLARY. Let R, I, and 6, ,..., b, be as in (4.1) and let J be an 
ideal in R such that J, = (Ik), for some k > 1. Then b, + J,..., 6, + J are an 
asymptotic sequence in R/J. 
Proof. By (2.4.1), the bi are an asymptotic sequence over J, so the 
conclusion follows from (4.1). Q.E.D. 
The next two corollaries show that the conclusion of (4.2) holds for 
certain other ideals J. 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Let R, I, and b, ,.... b, be as in (4.1) and let P be a 
minimal prime divisor of I. Then b, f P,..., 6, + P are an asqlmptotic 
sequence in RIP. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (4.1) and (2.3.3). Q.E.D. 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let R, I, and b, . . . . . b, be as in (4.1) and let J be an 
ideal in R such that Rad J = Rad I. Then b, + J,.... b, + J are an asymptotic 
sequence in R/J. 
Proof. It readily follows from (2.3.3) that elements are an asymptotic 
sequence over an ideal I in a local ring L if and only if their images in L/z 
are an asymptotic sequence over Z/z for all z E mAss L. Therefore the 
conclusion follows from (4.3). Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed with another upper bound to s(l) (see (3.5)). 
(4.5) is actually a corollary to (4.1), but we think it is important enough to 
be called a theorem. 
(4.5) THEOREM. 1s I is an ideal in a local ring (R, M), then 
s(l) < grade* M/I. Therefore if (S, N) is a faithfully flat local extension ring 
of R, then s(l) < grade* N/IS. 
Prooj The first inequality follows immediately from (4.1) and the last 
statement follows from this and (2.3.2). Q.E.D. 
5. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS FOR s(Z)=GRADE* M/I 
It was shown in (4.5) that grade* M/I > s(I) always holds. The main 
result in this section, (5.1) gives several characterizations of when equality 
holds for quasi-unmixed local rings. Among these is that 1(1,,) = l(Z) for some 
minimal prime divisor P of I, and some corollaries concerning this latter 
equality are then given. 
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(5.1) THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent for an ideal I 
in a quasi-unmixed local ring (R, M): 
(5.1.1) s(l) = grade* M/Z. 
(5.1.2) s(I) = min(depth P; P is a minimal prime divisor of I}. 
(5.1.3) I(Z) = max(height P; P is a minimal prime divisor ofl). 
(5.1.4) I(I) = I(Z,) for some minimal prime divisor P of I. 
(5.1.5) There exists a minimal prime divisor P of I such that 
trd(.Y/(P, u) .S))I(R/P) = I(I), where .R = .@(R, Z). 
(5.1.6) Q-R/M is infinite and B = (b, ,..., b,,) R is a minimal reduction 
of I such that h = l(I), then the images of b, ,..,, b, are analytically 
independent in R, for some minimal prime divisor P of I. 
ProoJ: Grade* M/Z = min(depth P*; P* is a minimal prime divisor of 
IR”} (by [ 13, (3.3.6)]) = min(depth P; P is a minimal prime divisor of I), 
since R/P is quasi-unmixed for all P E Spec R, so (5.1.1) e (5.1.2). 
Since R is quasi-unmixed, I(I) + s(l) = altitude R, by ] 17, Theorem 
4.2(b)]. and height P + depth P = altitude R for all P E Spec R. so 
(5.1.2) e (5.1.3). 
If P is a minimal prime divisor of I, then I([,,) = height P, by 
19,Theorem 1,~. 1541, so (5.1.3)* (5.1.4). 
(5.1.4) * (5.1.3) by (2.5) and the fact that l(Z,) = height P for all minimal 
prime divisors P of 1. 
If (5.1.4) holds, if R/M is infinite, and if 6, ,,.., 6, are as in (5.1.6), then B,, 
is a reduction of I,,, so B, contains a minimal reduction of I,, by 
19, Theorem 1. p. 1471. However, B, is generated by h = l(Z) = I([,,) 
elements, so B, is a minimal reduction of Ip, by 19, Theorem 2, p. 15 I ], and 
so the images of the bi in R, are analytically independent in R,, by 
] 9, Theorem 4, p. 152 ]. Therefore (5.1.4) 3 (5.1.6). 
If (5.1.6) holds, then u and the images of the bi are analytically 
independent in RF[uj. Therefore, with S = R -P, depth (Pp. u) CH.Y =- h, by 
[ 1 1, Lemma 4.3 1. since .A, z .$(R,, , Ip). Therefore l(I) = h = depth 
(P,,u).=Y’,=trd(./9,/(P,,,u).i9,)/(R,/P,,) (by (8,(14.6)])=trd(.R/(P,u).A)/ 
(R/P), so (5.1.6) + (5.1.5). 
Finally, if (5.1.5) holds, then let S = R -P, so l(1) = 
trd(.H/(P, u) .‘$‘)/(R/P) = trd(,$,/(P,, U) .~Y~~)/(R,/P,) = depth(P,, u) .Hs, 
by (8. (14.6)1, so I(I) = depth(P,, u) .;9,. Also, since .#,s z .&(I?{,, I,,), 
depth (P,>. U) .$Y = IV,), by definition, so (5.1.5) + (5.1.4). Q.E.D. 
(5.2) Remark. The following statements are equivalent for an ideal I in 
a local ring (R. M): 
(5.2.1) l(Z)=max(height P;PEA*(Z)}. 
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(52.2) l(I) = l(Ip) for some P E A*(I). 
(5.2.3) There exists P E A*(I) such that trdf.R/(P, u) ,~)/~~/~) = I(I). 
where .A == .#(I?, I). 
(5.2.4) If R/M is infinite and B = (b, ,..., b,,) R is a minimal reduction 
of I such that h = /(I), then the images of b, ,.... b, are analytically 
independent in R, for some P E a*(l). 
If R is quasi-unmixed, then these are also equivalent to: 
(5.2.5) s(i) = min~depth P; P E <j”(f)]. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof that (5.1.2~(5.1.6) are 
equivalent. Q.E.D. 
In 141. several interesting rest&s concerning the condition 1(I) = height I 
were proved. The first corollary of (5.1) gives some further informati~il 
concerning such an ideal. 
(5.3) COROLLARY. if I is an ideal in a local ring (R,M) such that 
I(I) = height I. then altitude I = height I and l(Z) = l(1,) for all P E Spec R 
that conrairl I. lf R is quasi-unnzked, rhen s(I) = grade* M/I = depth I. 
Proof Let P be a minimal prime divisor of I. Then 
I(I) > /(lP) -- height P, by (2.5) and 10, Theorem 1. p. 1541. and height 
P 2 height I = I(I). Therefore it follows that altitude I = height 1. and that 
I(I) = 1(2,) for all P E Spec R that contain I, by (2.5). 
If R is quasi-unmixed, then R/l is, by / 10, Corollary 2.2 1 (since height 
I = altitude I), so depth I = grade” M/l. by j 13, (4.1)), and 
s(l) = grade’k M/I, by (5.1.3) 3 (5. I. I ). Q.E.D. 
(5.6) is closely related to (5.3). 
The next corollary, (5.5). considers the stronger hypothesis (see (2.3.5)) 
that grade” I = 1(I). To prove (5.5) we need the following lemma. 
(5.4) LEMMA. If I is an ideal in a locally q~as~-~4~~i~~ed o iherja}? ring 
R such that l(I) = height 1. the?1 2 *(I) = (P E Spec R: P is a mirtimal prime 
divisor oj- I \. 
PrOOf: Let P E A*(l). Then it may be assumed that R is local with 
lnaximal ideal P. Then S = RJXj,,,,,, is quasi-unmixed. by 18, Lemma 2.7 jl 
so by (2.3.2) it may be assumed that R/P is infinite. Therefore let B be a 
minimal reduction of I. Then B can be generated by l(B) elements, so B is an 
ideal of the principal class, since l(B) = 1(I) = height I = height B, by 
hypothesis and (2.4.2). Therefore the conclusion follows from 
/12,Theorem2.12~,since~*(I)=~*(B), by (2.4.3). QED. 
(5.5) COROLLARY. If I is an ideal in a local rirrg (R, M) such that 
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grade* Z = I(Z), then 1(Z) = I(Z,) f or all P E Spec R that contaiti Z and 
s(Z) = minjdepth P*; P* E a*(ZR *)). 
ProoJ: Grade* Z = I(Z) + I(Z) = height Z, by (2.3.5), so the first statemept 
follows from (5.3). Also, there exists z E mAss R* such that s(Z) = s(Z), 
where I= (ZR* + z)/z, by (2.3.2) and (2.3.4). Then grade* r> grade*Z and 
I(j) < 1(Z), by (2.3.2) and (2.3.4). Therefore grade* r< r(f) < 1(Z) = 
grade* Z < grade*?, so grade*f= I(f), and so f(f) = height 5 by (2.3.5). 
Therefore, since R*/z is quasi-unmixed, (5.3) implies that s(f) = 
grade*(MR */z)/E so (5.1.1) holds for ?. Now a*(l><; (P”/z; 
P* E a*(ZR*) and z &P*}, by (2.3.3). Also, a*(f) consists of the minimal 
prime divisors of I, by (5.4). Therefore s(Z) < min(depth P*: P* Ea*(ZR *)} 
(by (3.5)) < min{depth P; PE a*(F)) = s(f), by (5.1.1) z- (5.1.2) and the 
just noted facts concerning a*(f). Thus, since s(j) = s(Z), by the choice of z, 
the last statement also holds. Q.E.D. 
(5.3) showed that if R is quasi-unmixed and height I = 1(l), then 
s(Z) = depth I. Also, grade* Z = height I, by [ 13. (4.1)], so height 
I + depth Z = altitude R implies that grade* Z + s(Z) = altitude R. (5.6) 
shows that this last equality, in turn, implies that R is quasi-unmixed and 
((Z) = height I. 
(5.6) COROLLARY. If (R, M) is a local ring and there exists an ideal I in 
R such that s(I) + grade*Z = altitude R, then R is quasi-unmixed and 
1(Z) = height I, so s(Z) = depth I and grade* I = I(Z) = [(I,,) for all 
P E Spec R that contain I. 
Proof. Let L = R IX]MR,X,. Then L is quasi-unmixed if and only if R is, 
so by (2.3.2) it may be assumed that R/M is infinite. Therefore let B be a 
minimal reduction of I, so grade* B = grade* Z and s(B) = s(Z), by (2.4.4) 
and (2.4.1). Therefore s(B) + grade” B = altitude R, and B is generated by 
an asymptotic sequence, by 113. (3.14)], so there exists an asymptotic 
sequence in M of length = altitude R. Hence R is quasi-unmixed, by 
( 13, (4.1) I. Further, altitude R = grade” I + s(Z) < I(Z) + s(Z) = altitude R, 
by hypothesis, (2.3.5), and 117, Theorem 4.2(b)], so grade* Z = I(Z), and so 
1(f) = height I, by (2.3.5). Therefore the remainder of the conclusions follow 
from (5.3). Q.E.D. 
(5.7) COROLLARY. Let I be an ideal in a local ring R. Then 
s(I) + grade* I = altitude R if and only if R is quasi-unmixed and 
/(I) = height 1. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from (5.6) and the comment preceding 
it. Q.E.D. 
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Several sufficient conditions for Z(Z) = Z(Z,) for some non-maximal 
P E Spec R that contains Z have been shown in this section. So we close this 
section with the following remark related to this. 
(5.8) Remark. There exist a local ring R and a nonmaximal prime ideal I 
in R such that a*(Z) = {I} and I(Z) > Z(Z,) for all non-maximal P E Spec R 
that contain I. In fact, this was shown in the proof of (3.6). 
Since there are times when Z(Z) = Z(Z,) is a desirable condition, the results 
in this section are sometimes quite useful. 
6. A FINAL UPPER BOUND TO s(Z) 
In (5.6) the condition s(Z) = altitude R - grade* Z was considered. In this 
section we consider the weaker condition that s(Z) 6 grade” M - grade* Z in 
(6. l), and then give two characterizations of when equality holds in (6.2 j. 
It is shown in [ 16, (2.6)] that if PEA*(Z) and Z is generated by an 
asymptotic sequence, then P E a*(J) for all ideals J such that I (= J E P. 
This is used in the proof of (6.1). 
(6.1) THEOREM. Let Z be an ideal in a local ring (R, M) and let y, ,..., J’,, 
be an asymptotic sequence in I. Then there exists a maximal asymptotic 
sequence over I, say, x, ,..., x,. such that j’, . . . . . J*,, x, ,..., x, is an asymptotic 
sequence in R. In particular, s(Z) < grade* M - grade* I. 
Proof. Let s = s(Z). Then it may clearly be assumed that s > 0. so 
M&a*(Z), and so M@‘a*((y ,,..., lj,)R), by [ 16, (2.6)). Pick x, EM such 
that x,@ U(P:PEA*(Z)} and x, & u{P:P~a*((y ,,.... ),,,)R}. Now x, is 
an asymptotic sequence over I, and the length of a maximal asymptotic 
sequence over (I, x,) R is s - 1 (since x,. z?...., zk are a maximal asymptotic 
sequence over Z if and only if z?,..., zk are a maximal asymptotic sequence 
over (I. x,) R). Since the choice of x, assures that J, . . . . . ?I,!, s, is an 
asymptotic sequence in (I, x,) R, the conclusion follows readily by induction 
on s. Q.E.D. 
(6.2) gives two necessary and sufficient conditions for equality to hold in 
(6.1). 
(6.2) THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent for an ideal Z 
in a local ring (R, M): 
(6.2.1) s(Z) = grade* M - grade*I. 
(6.2.2) There exists z E mAss R * such that l((ZR * + 2)/z) = height 
(ZR * + z)/z = grade* Z and s(Z) = depth z - height (ZR * + z)/z. 
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(6.2.3) The equalities in (6.2.2) hold for every z E mAss R * such that 
depth z = grade* M. 
Proof (6.2.1) + (6.2.3): Let zEmAssR* such that depth 
z = grade” M. Then, since R */z is catenary, depth z = height A4R */z = 
(height MR */z - height (ZR * + z)/z) + height (ZR * + z)/z G> (height 
MR */z - l((ZR * + z)/z)) + height (ZR * + z)/z, the inequality holding since 
height does not exceed analytic spread. Now (height MR*/z - 
l((ZR * + z)/z)) + height (ZR * t z)/z > s(Z) + grade* 1. by (2.2.4) and 
(2.2.3). Therefore by hypothesis and the choice of z we also have 
s(Z) + grade* I= grade* M = depth z. As we began and ended with depth z, 
we see that equality holds throughout, and (6.2.3) easily follows from this. 
(6.2.3) * (6.2.2) is clear. 
Finally, if (6.2.2) holds, then let z be as in (6.2.2). Then, since R*/z is 
catenary, grade * M < depth z = height MR */z = (height MR */z -- height 
(ZR * + z)/z) + height (ZR * + z)/z = s(Z) + grade* Z < grade* M. the last 
two steps using (6.2.2) and (6. I), hence (6.2.2) + (6.2.1). Q.E.D. 
7. Two LOWER BOUNDS FORS(I) 
The main results in the previous sections have given some upper bounds 
on s(Z). In this final section we prove a new lower bound on s(Z) (for an 
ideal Z in a quasi-unmixed local ring) and give a new proof for another 
known lower bound. 
We begin with a lemma; its argument is due to Brodmann. 
(7.1) LEMMA. Let Z be an ideal in a local ring (R, M) and let b, ,,,.., b, be 
elements in A4 whose images module I” are an R/Z”-sequence for all Zarge n, 
Then l(((Z, b, ,..., b,)R)/(b, ,..., b,) R) = l(Z). 
Proof: We use induction on s. For s = 1 the hypothesis shows that 
6, cf U{ p E Spec R; p is a prime divisor of I” for all large n). Let ’ denote 
residue class modulo b,. Then Zn/MZ” z Z”‘/M’Z’ for all large n, :since if 
iE Z” and i’ E M’Z’“. then i=J’+ rb, for some y EMZ” and rE R, so 
rb,=i-~~EZ”,andsorE/“bythechoiceofb,,hencei=~+rb,~~Z”. 
Therefore the number of elements in a minimal basis of I” and of I”’ is the 
same for all large n, and so Z(Z) = [(I’). 
Now assume that s > 1. Then the images of bi ,..., b: are an R’/Z”- 
sequence for all large n, since RI/Z” z R/((Z”, b,) R) G (R/Z”)/(b,(R/Z”)). 
Therefore l(((Z’, 6; ,..., 6:) R’)/((b; ,..., b{) R ‘)) = l(Z’), by induction. How- 
ever. ((Z’. b; ,..., bi) R’)/((b; . . . . . b,;) R’) z ((I, 6, ,..., 6,) R)/((b, ,..., b,) R). so 
l(((Z. b, . . . . , b,) R)/((b, . . . . . b,) R)) = l(Z’) = l(((Z, 6,) R)/(b, R)) = l(Z) by the 
case s = 1. 8Q.E.D. 
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The desired lower bound wiii be proved following two more prei~mi~ar~f 
results. The first of these was somewhat of a surprise to us; we do not know 
if the quasi-unmixedness a sumption is essential in (7.2). 
(7.2) PROPOSITION. Let I be an ideal in a locall?) quasi-unmixed 
Noether’ian ring R and assume that b, ,..., b, are elements in R whose images 
in R/I” are a R/Y-sequence for all large n. Then b, ,..., 6, are an asymptotic 
seqae~ce ouer I. 
ProoJ The hypothesis on b, implies that b, & U{ p E Spec R; p is a 
prime divisor of I” for all large n\. Therefore, since a*(I) is contained in this 
set, by 114, (2.8)], it follows that b, is asymptoticaliy prime to I. 
We now inductively assume that b, ,... b,.. r are an as~lmptotic sequence 
over I, so height (br,..., b,- ,) R = s - 1, by { 13, f2.3.3)\. We must show that 
b, & ‘J ( p;p E a*((I, b, ,..., b,- ,) R)J, so suppose, on the contrary, that 
b, up for some p EA*((I, b,,..., b,- r) R). Then it may be assumed that R is 
local with maximal ideal p. Now height p = [((I, b, ,..., b,- 1) R) = l(I) -t- s -- 1. 
by 17,Theorem3] and (3.1). Let ’ denote residue class modulo 
;:: 
, ,..., b, I ,) R. Then !(I’) = I(I) = height p - s + 1, by (7.1). Also. height 
, ,.... b,+ ,) R = s - 1, as already noted, so by the first chain condition for 
prime ideals in R (since R is quasi-unm~xed~ it follows that height 
p’ = height p - s + 1. Therefore /(I’) = height p’. Now every minimal prime 
divisor of (hr...., b,-,)R has height s -” 1, so R’ is quasi-unmixed, by \ IO. 
Corollary 2.2j. Therefore p’ E a*(1’) c (9’ E Spec R’; 4’ is a prime divisor 
of I’” for all large n]. by 17, Theorem 3 ] and j 14, (2.8)/, and so 
p f (q E Spec R; q is a prime divisor of (Z”, b, . . . . . b,_ ,)R for all large M 1. 
However, since b, E p, this contradicts the hypothesis on 6, . . . . . b,. Therefore 
b r ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I. Q.E.D. 
(7.3) is the last of the preliminary results needed to prove (7.4). 
(7.3) PROPOSITION. IJ I is an ideal if2 a local ritrg (R, M), then for all 
large k it holds that grade R/f” = grade RjIkfor all n > k and ifb, ,..*. b, are 
elements in A4 whose images in R/Ik are an R/Ik-sequence, then their images 
in R/l” are an R/F-sequence for all PI 2 k. 
Proof. It was shown in [2,2(i)/ ~together with \ 1 If that for all large k, 
grade RJI” = grade R/fk and Ass R/In = Ass R/lk for all n > k. Therefore 
fix such a I?Y and let s = grade R/ik. Then, since it may clearly be assumed 
that s > 0, let b,,... b, be elements in M whose images in R/Ik are an R/Ik- 
sequence. Then b, in not in any prime divisor of I” for all II 2 k, since 
Ass RjI” = Ass R/fk. Also, (R/l”)/(b,(R/‘I”)) g R/((I”, b,) R) z R’/Ifn for 
all II > 1, where the ’ denotes residue class module b,R. Therefore grade 
R’,/I’“=s- 1 for all n>k-and b;...., bi are elements in M’ whose images in 
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R’/Itk are an R’/Irk-sequence. Therefore by induction on s it holds that for 
all large k and for all n > k the images of bi,..., bi in R’/l” are an R’/I’nm 
sequence. Hence the conclusion follows from the isomorphism and the fact 
that b, + I” is a regular element for all large k. Q.E.D. 
(7.4) gives the promised lower bound to s(1) which is closely related to 
(4.5) (see (7.5)). 
(7.4) THEOREM. If I is an ideal in a quasi-unmixed local ring R, then 
s(I) > grade M/I” for all large n. 
Proof: This is clear by (7.2) and (7.3). Q.E.D. 
As with (7.2), we do not know if (7.4) holds for all local rings. 
(7.5) Remark. If I is an ideal in a quasi-unmixed local ring R, then 
grade M/I” ,< s(l) < grade* M/I” for all large n. 
Proof. It follows from (2.2.3) that grade* M/I = grade” M/l” for all 
tz > 1. so the conclusion follows from (7.4) and (4.5). Q.E.D. 
We close by proving one more lower bound on s(l). ((7.6) was previously 
proved in ( 15, (4.1) 1 to give a nonnegative lower bound to I(I); the proof 
below is new.) 
(7.6) THEOREM. If I is an ideal in a local ring (R, M), then 
grade * M - 1(I) < s(Z). 
ProoJ By (2.2.4), fix z E mAss R* such that s(l) = height MR*/z - 
I((IR ‘I + z)/z). Then height MR*/z > grade” M, by (2.2.3), and 
I((IR * + z)/z) < I(I). by (2.3.2) and (2.3.4), so the conclusion follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Combining (7.6) and (6.1) it follows that if I is an arbitrary ideal in an 
arbitrary local ring (R. M). then grade* M - I(I) < s(l) < grade” M - 
grade” I. Unfortunately, grade* M - /(I) can be negative, so this lower 
bound for s(I) does not always give useful information. 
:Vote added in proof: The proof of (2.4. I ) is incomplete: however, it can be proved b\ 
using Rees rings. 
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